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Mohawk Council of Kahnawake issues
statement as Bill C-218 enters the home
stretch
For immediate release
(Kahnawake – 18, Ohiarí:ha/June 2021) As the deadline to pass
Canada’s Bill C-218 grows ever-closer, the Mohawk Council of
Kahnawà:ke invites the Canadian public, as well as its lawmakers, to view
the following email correspondence that was sent to all Members of the
Senate of Canada. The correspondence, issued to each Senator, is as
follows:
“With the amendment put forward by Senator McCallum last night
(June 18, 2021), you now have the opportunity to pass an
improved version of Bill C-218.
We have been crystal clear since day one on this issue: amended,
the Mohawks of Kahnawà:ke do not oppose Bill C-218. Any
suggestion to the contrary is patently false. What we have
requested, however, is equally evident: the accommodation of
Indigenous interests and the protection of our economic future in
gaming.
Regarding the amendment specifically:
•
•
•

•

The new language has been vetted and approved by the
Senate Law Clerk’s office;
The proposed amendment is a perfect example of real
reconciliation and true accommodation of Indigenous interests
in gaming;
The proposed amendment does not affect or change existing
revenue-sharing agreements between First Nations and the
Provinces. Nor is it out of scope with the intent of Bill C-218, as
has been alleged by some Senators. Any suggestions to this
end are totally inaccurate through both legal and legislative
perspectives;
The Government of Canada, unquestionably, has full authority
to add Kahnawake’s amendment if they chose to do so.

It is now about political will. About committing and upholding real
reconciliation and choosing not to allow the intense, fervent and
deliberately misleading lobbying led by well-funded organizations
to influence your decisions.
We have urged you to do the right thing. And now you have the
opportunity in front of you: pass Bill C-218 with the proposed
amendment, to start a real and meaningful reconciliation, consider
and protect our economic future. We trust that you will take the
right course of action.”
It is evident that Kahnawà:ke has been acting reasonably throughout. We
have provided suggestions on how to accommodate our requests. Despite
the roadblocks that have been put in our way, we are still confident that
Canada’s lawmakers will see fit to respect our wishes to include a carveout for Indigenous operators and communities to participate in the Gaming
industry as a partner – and not an adversary.
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